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1. INTRODUCTION {#nbm4049-sec-0001}
===============

Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) utilizes phase‐contrast sequences to measure the three‐dimensional shear wave displacement field generated by a synchronized external transducer.[1](#nbm4049-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The subsequent application of a wave‐inversion algorithm allows for the determination of the underlying tissue biomechanics.[2](#nbm4049-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The technique can be applied to non‐invasively assess chronic liver diseases,[2](#nbm4049-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#nbm4049-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#nbm4049-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#nbm4049-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#nbm4049-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#nbm4049-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#nbm4049-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#nbm4049-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#nbm4049-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#nbm4049-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} probe breast[12](#nbm4049-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#nbm4049-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} and brain[14](#nbm4049-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#nbm4049-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#nbm4049-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#nbm4049-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#nbm4049-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#nbm4049-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#nbm4049-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} tumors, and shows promising results in e.g. the prostate.[21](#nbm4049-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#nbm4049-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#nbm4049-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#nbm4049-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

Key to successful deployment of MRE for research and clinical applications is the reduction of scan time. While new encoding concepts such as sample interval modulation,[25](#nbm4049-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} selective spectral displacement projection,[26](#nbm4049-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} or multi‐directional reduced motion encoding[27](#nbm4049-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} show promising scan time reductions for spin‐echo (SE)‐based MRE sequences, these concepts cannot be readily transferred to gradient‐recalled echo (GRE)‐based MRE, where imaging gradient contributions need to be corrected for.[28](#nbm4049-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} While SE‐based MRE can utilize full wave encoding and typically relies on EPI readouts for fast MRE acquisition, GRE‐based MRE needs to balance signal loss due to *T* ~2~\* decay and motion sensitivity through fractional encoding.[29](#nbm4049-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#nbm4049-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} To this end, multi‐slice GRE‐MRE has become the standard in volumetric GRE‐MRE, where the interleaved excitation of slices allows the per‐slice repetition time to be maximized to reduce partial saturation effects, increasing signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR). In conventional GRE‐MRE, imaging shot durations are forced to be an integer multiple of the wave period to ensure *k*‐space consistency, while the wave‐phase offsets are obtained through temporal shifting of the trigger with respect to the MRI sequence.[1](#nbm4049-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#nbm4049-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Thus, at wave frequencies below 100 Hz, acquisition duration typically becomes prolonged. In order to reduce the scan duration, Garteiser et al proposed eXpresso MRE, a multi‐shot sequence with fractional encoding that allows multiple slices to be acquired per wave period.[30](#nbm4049-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Sequence delays are used to shift the multi‐slice acquisition train with respect to the wave period to allow for the successive acquisition of the wave‐phase offsets. While the concept allows suitable sequence parameter combinations, which minimize the scan duration, to be found, the requirement of an integer number of slices per wave period leads to substantial timing constraints. In addition, the delay objects can be seen as dead time, where acquisition is not possible. Depending on the number of slices and wave‐phase offsets acquired, this amounts to up to 5% of total scan duration. In order to successfully employ eXpresso, sequence parameters such as the wave frequency, number of slices, echo time, spoiling area, readout bandwidth, and encoding fraction have to be tuned such that they fit into the scheme. While an optimal set of sequence parameters can be found, the process of finding these parameters can be cumbersome and is not straightforward.

In this work, we propose a generalization of the eXpresso scheme termed *Ristretto* that enhances sequence timing flexibility by eliminating the sequence dead time through incorporating the delay into each imaging shot and additionally allowing for the interleaved acquisition of wave phases. Thereby, accelerated multi‐slice MRE acquisitions become possible independent of the number of slices acquired, and sequence parameter optimization is simplified. The gain in flexibility is demonstrated for typical use cases of GRE‐MRE, and the sequence is validated in a phantom study and in vivo feasibility is demonstrated.

2. THEORY {#nbm4049-sec-0002}
=========

In mono‐frequency MRE, the spins are subject to periodic motion of a single frequency . Their displacement is given by $$\overset{\rightarrow}{r}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x},t \right) = \mspace{9mu}{\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{0}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)\mspace{2mu}\sin\left( {2\mathit{\pi ft} + \theta\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)} \right),$$where ${\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{0}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)$ is the local displacement amplitude, the frequency of the wave, and $\theta\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)$ the local wave phase. In multi‐slice MRI, slice excitations are interleaved to maximize the per‐slice repetition time, reducing partial saturation effects and increasing the SNR. In a conventional GRE‐MRE sequence, the imaging shot duration is forced to be an integer multiple of the wave period of the wave to ensure synchronization of the acquisition and actuation (see Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A).[1](#nbm4049-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#nbm4049-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Temporal shifting of the sequence with respect to the onset of wave actuation allows to acquire the different wave‐phase offsets necessary for successful wave displacement field recovery. In order to reduce total scan duration in multi‐slice GRE‐MRE, Garteiser et al proposed eXpresso MRE, a multi‐shot sequence with fractional encoding.[30](#nbm4049-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Here instead of only one slice, an integer number of slices per wave period is acquired as depicted in Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B.

![Timing diagram comparison of the proposed Ristretto multi‐shot sequence (C‐E), with conventional (A), and eXpresso multi‐slice (B), GRE‐MRE. Each square denotes a fractional GRE‐MRE imaging shot (F), acquiring one *k*‐line for one encoding direction, slice, and wave‐phase offset. The full MRE dataset is acquired in four loops, their ordering being from innermost to outermost: Slice, wave phase, *k*‐line, and encoding direction. Red squares above the diagrams denote the shift in wave phase. Red markers within the sequence diagram denote delay objects, which are introduced into the sequence to shift the multi‐slice acquisition with respect to the trigger of the wave. A TTL is sent for each *k*‐line and encoding direction after all wave‐phase offsets and slices are acquired](NBM-32-na-g001){#nbm4049-fig-0001}

Generally, the eXpresso sequence is built from imaging shots of equal duration (see Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}F), each acquiring a different combination of slice , wave‐phase offset , *k*‐line , and encoding direction . The slice ordering in each multi‐slice train, i.e. the subsequent acquisition of all slices $s_{1}\ldots s_{N_{S}}$ for a fixed triplet , is given by , where slice is acquired at the th position in the train. The equidistant wave‐phase offsets $\varphi_{p} = 2\pi N_{P}^{- 1}p$ () are acquired by introducing a delay after each multi‐slice train. Hence, the wave‐phase offsets are acquired in ascending order with $$p_{n + 1} = \left( {p_{n} + 1} \right)\operatorname{mod}\ N_{P},$$where counts the successive multi‐slice trains. Thus, the displacement field with respect to the start of each imaging shot $\text{IS}\left( {s_{d},\varphi_{p_{n}},k_{y},e} \right)$ is given by $${\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{d,p_{n}}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x},\tau \right) = \mspace{9mu}{\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{0}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)\mspace{2mu}\sin\left( {2\mathit{\pi f\tau} + \theta\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right) + \underset{\text{Slice\ reference\ phase}}{\underbrace{\Delta\varphi i_{d}}} + \underset{\text{Wave\ offset}\ \varphi_{p_{n}}}{\underbrace{2\pi N_{P}^{-1}p_{n}}}} \right).$$Each imaging shot is of fixed duration, which is given by $$T_{\text{IS}} = \frac{T}{N_{SPP}}$$and the constraint that the slices per wave period must be a divisor of the total number of slices , i.e. $$N_{S} \equiv 0\quad\left( {\operatorname{mod}\ N_{SPP}} \right).$$The effective per‐slice repetition time is given by $$T_{R} = T\left( {\frac{N_{S}}{N_{SPP}} + \frac{1}{N_{P}}} \right).$$For successful recovery of the displacement field, the slice reference phase needs to be accounted for before wave inversion. The difference in slice reference phase between successive imaging shots is given by $$\Delta\varphi = 2\pi\frac{T_{\text{IS}}}{T} = \frac{2\pi}{N_{SPP}}.$$

2.1. Rational slices per wave period {#nbm4049-sec-0003}
------------------------------------

Successful acquisition of an MRE dataset requires wave‐phase consistency for each acquired slice, wave‐phase offset, and encoding direction separately. Hence, the eXpresso concept can be first generalized by acknowledging, that the total duration of all imaging shots for the same phase offset, *k*‐line, and encoding direction can be chosen as an integer multiple of the wave period. Thus, an arbitrary number of slices can be acquired within an arbitrary number of wave periods (Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). The number of slices per wave period is then given by a rational number $$N_{SPP} = \frac{N_{S}}{N_{W}}.$$Here, imaging shot duration , per‐slice repetition time , and phase‐offset are equivalently defined as in the eXpresso scheme.

2.2. Incorporating the delay into the imaging shot {#nbm4049-sec-0004}
--------------------------------------------------

The delay object, which shifts the sequence with respect to the external wave to acquire the wave‐phase offsets, can be omitted by distributing its duration evenly over all imaging shots of one multi‐slice train (Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}D). Thereby, the imaging shot duration is slightly increased, while the per‐slice repetition time is kept constant. The imaging shot duration is then given by $$T_{\text{IS}} = T\left( {\frac{N_{W}}{N_{S}} + \frac{1}{N_{P}N_{S}}} \right).$$The per‐slice repetition time is unchanged, but is now best expressed in terms of the number of wave periods : $$T_{R} = T\left( {N_{W} + \frac{1}{N_{P}}} \right).$$The phase offset between successively acquired slices is given by $$\Delta\varphi = 2\pi\left( {\frac{N_{W}}{N_{S}} + \frac{1}{N_{P}N_{S}}} \right).$$

2.3. Interleaved phase acquisition: Ristretto MRE {#nbm4049-sec-0005}
-------------------------------------------------

The incorporation of the delay into the imaging shot duration allows sequence timing flexibility to be increased by interleaved acquisition of the wave‐phase offsets $\varphi_{p_{n}}$. To this end, the sequence delay is extended by an integer factor (Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}E). The recurrence equation (Equation [2](#nbm4049-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for the wave‐phase offsets is then replaced by $$p_{n + 1} = \left( {p_{n} + N_{D}} \right)\operatorname{mod}\ N_{P}.$$Since no further delay objects are introduced and all imaging shots are of the same duration, it must be assured that all phase offsets are acquired. This is fulfilled only by delays that are co‐primes of , i.e. $$\left. N_{D},N_{P}\ {are}\ {co}‐\text{prime}\Leftrightarrow{GCD}\left( {N_{D},N_{P}} \right) = 1\Leftrightarrow{LCM}\left( {N_{D},N_{P}} \right) = N_{D}N_{P}, \right.$$where denotes the greatest common divisor and the least common multiple. Proof is given in the [appendix](#nbm4049-app-0001){ref-type="app"}.

Elongating the delay increases the timing flexibility of the imaging shot to $$T_{\text{IS}} = T\left( {\frac{N_{W}}{N_{S}} + \frac{N_{D}}{N_{P}N_{S}}} \right)$$and the per‐slice‐repetition time becomes $$T_{R} = T_{\text{IS}}N_{S} = T\left( {N_{W} + \frac{N_{D}}{N_{P}}} \right).$$The wave phase‐offset is determined by Equation [7](#nbm4049-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"} and evaluates to $$\Delta\varphi = 2\pi\left( {\frac{N_{W}}{N_{S}} + \frac{N_{D}}{N_{P}N_{S}}} \right).$$

3. METHODS {#nbm4049-sec-0006}
==========

The proposed Ristretto sequence was implemented on a Philips 3 T systems (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). Experimental data were acquired in a gel phantom (CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA) using the proposed Ristretto scheme, as well as conventional GRE‐MRE and where applicable the eXpresso sequence.[30](#nbm4049-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} In vivo data were collected in the breast and liver in one healthy volunteer upon informed consent and according to institutional guidelines using both the Ristretto and eXpresso schemes. Fractional encoding[29](#nbm4049-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} with bipolar motion encoding gradients (MEGs) was used for motion sensitization and the external actuator was phase‐locked to the sequence using a transistor‐transistor logic (TTL) trigger.

The phantom scans were performed using electro‐magnetic actuation (25, 36, 40, and 60 Hz), eight wave‐phase offsets, 180 Hz bipolar MEGs, 16.6 mT/m MEG strength, motion encoding of 7.06 rad/mm, and four encoding directions following the Hadamard encoding scheme.[28](#nbm4049-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The signal was received using a 15‐channel head coil. Imaging parameters were 13 to 17 slices, 3 mm isotropic resolution, a 64 × 52 acquisition matrix acquired with Cartesian readout and 2× SENSE parallel imaging acceleration[32](#nbm4049-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} resulting in a field of view (FOV) of 192 × 156 × 39--51 mm^3^, and a flip angle of 20°, as well as RF‐spoiling. In order to maximize SNR and to eliminate water/fat‐dependent signal phase offsets, the echo time was chosen as the third in‐phase condition of water/fat, i.e. 6.91 ms on a 3 T Philips system.

Three different phantom studies were performed. First, five scans were performed acquiring 14 slices to compare conventional GRE‐MRE, eXpresso MRE, and the proposed sequence generalizations illustrated in Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. The sequence timing parameters for the five scans are given as part of the results in Figure [4](#nbm4049-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} later. Total acquisition time was reduced from 5 min 28 s for conventional MRE to 2 min 46 s for eXpresso MRE and 1 min 59 s for generalization steps 1 and 2. Ristretto MRE acquired the same displacement field in 1 min 42 s, equivalent to a 3.2‐fold acceleration compared with conventional GRE‐MRE.

The second phantom study compares the performance of conventional, eXpresso, and Ristretto MRE with regards to different wave frequencies. Here, 15 slices were acquired with 25, 36, 40, and 60 Hz wave frequencies, while all other imaging parameters were held constant. Sequence timing parameters for the Ristretto acquisition were *N* ~W~/*N* ~D~ = 3/3 (25 Hz), 4/7 (36 Hz), 5/3 (40 Hz), and 7/7 (60 Hz). Note that eXpresso can only be employed under the conditions chosen for the sequence comparison at 25 and 36 Hz wave frequencies, and was performed with *N* ~SPP~ = 3.

The third phantom study compares the performance of the three sequence types with regards to different numbers of acquired slices. Here, the wave frequency and all other imaging parameters were held constant, while the number of slices was changed consecutively from 13 to 17. Sequence timing parameters for the Ristretto acquisition were *N* ~W~/*N* ~D~ = 4/1 (13 slices), 4/3 (14 slices), 4/7 (15 slices), 5/1 (16 slices), and 5/3 (17 slices). Under these conditions, eXpresso with two shots per period can only be employed with 14 and 16 acquired slices, while three shots per period can be achieved for 15 slices.

The breast scan was performed with 36 Hz gravitational actuation,[33](#nbm4049-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} eight wave‐phase offsets, 180 Hz MEG frequency, 19.7 mT/m MEG strength, motion encoding of 8.2 rad/mm, and unbalanced four‐point encoding. Signal was received using a seven‐channel breast coil. Imaging parameters were 15 slices, 2 mm isotropic resolution, a 176 × 69 acquisition matrix acquired with 2× SENSE acceleration[32](#nbm4049-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} resulting in an FOV of 352 × 138 × 30 mm^3^, Cartesian readout, and a flip angle of 20°. The echo time was chosen as the third in‐phase condition of water/fat at 3 T, i.e. 6.91 ms. The breast acquisition was performed with an optimized eXpresso scheme () and compared with Ristretto with and reverse phase ordering (, ), leading to a total scan duration of 6 min 28 s for eXpresso and 6 min 9 s for Ristretto.

The liver scan was performed with 50 Hz gravitational actuation,[33](#nbm4049-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} four wave‐phase offsets, 260 Hz MEG frequency, 18.9 mT/m MEG strength, motion encoding of 5.15 rad/mm, and Hadamard encoding.[28](#nbm4049-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Signal was received using a 32‐channel cardiac coil. Imaging parameters were nine slices, 4 mm isotropic resolution, an 80 × 54 acquisition matrix acquired with 1.48× SENSE acceleration,[32](#nbm4049-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Cartesian readout, and a flip angle of 20°, resulting in an FOV of 320 × 216 × 36 mm^3^. The echo time was chosen as the second in‐phase condition of water/fat on a Philips 3 T system, i.e. 4.60 ms. The liver acquisition was performed with an optimized eXpresso scheme (*N* ~SPP~ = 3) and compared with Ristretto with *N* ~W~ = 2 and reverse phase ordering (*N* ~D~ = 3, *N* ~SPP~ = 3.27). The full displacement field was acquired for each scan within four breath holds (BHs) of 14.5 s for eXpresso and 12.3 s for Ristretto. After reconstruction, displacement fields were obtained through temporal unwrapping of the signal phase, decoding, and subsequent temporal Fourier transformation. The displacements were phase corrected according to the eXpresso and Ristretto slice reference phases. For both in vivo scans, shear wave velocities were obtained using a FEM‐based inversion algorithm after smoothing of the displacement fields using an isotropic Gaussian filter of width *σ* = 0.5 pixel (breast) and *σ* = 0.75 pixel (liver).[34](#nbm4049-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

4. RESULTS {#nbm4049-sec-0007}
==========

In Figure [2](#nbm4049-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, conventional eXpresso and Ristretto multi‐slice GRE‐MRE schemes are compared with regard to achievable imaging shot duration for the typical case of eight wave‐phase offsets and different slice numbers (8, 10, 12, and 15). Assuming in‐phase water/fat echo‐time conditions on a 3 T Philips system and including an overhead time of 1.4 ms for RF pulse, readout, and spoiling leads to four different cut‐off values for the imaging shot duration (3.7, 6, 8.3, and 10.6 ms), which are overlaid as broken lines. The water/fat in‐phase condition was chosen to maximize SNR and to eliminate water/fat‐dependent signal phase offsets.[30](#nbm4049-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} While eXpresso (thick black lines, *N* ~SPP~ \> 1) only allows for a very limited number of imaging shot durations, the imaging shot duration in Ristretto can be chosen on a fine grid (gray lines). In the case of 15 slices, this amounts to 40 subdivisions between conventional GRE‐MRE (*N* ~SPP~ = 1) and three slices per wave period (second black line). While the eXpresso scheme generally fails above approximately 60 Hz assuming that the third in‐phase *T* ~E~ (6.9 ms) is chosen to allow for sufficient motion encoding, Ristretto can reduce total acquisition duration even at 100 Hz.

![Possible imaging shot durations as a function of wave frequency for conventional MRE (thick black, *N* ~SPP~ = 1), eXpresso MRE (thick black) and Ristretto MRE (gray) for 8, 12, 10, and 15 slices and assuming eight wave‐phase offsets. The topmost black line corresponds to the conventional MRE case, where one slice is acquired per wave period. Depending on the wave frequency and number of slices, eXpresso only allows for very large steps in imaging shot duration or cannot be applied at all for frequencies above 60 Hz, whereas Ristretto allows for the fine‐tuning of imaging shot durations at all frequencies. In addition, eXpresso does not allow for the acquisition of less than one slice per wave cycle, limiting applicability of MRE at high frequencies (\>100 Hz). The black dashed lines denote cut‐off values for the first four water/fat in‐phase echo times at 3 T and additional overhead time of 1.4 ms for RF pulse, readout, and spoiling. The graphs can be used as a look‐up table to find an optimal wave frequency for a given set of imaging parameters](NBM-32-na-g002){#nbm4049-fig-0002}

In Figure [3](#nbm4049-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, imaging shot duration (A) and the duration for the acquisition of all slices and phases per *k*‐line and encoding direction (B) are shown as a function of the number of slices for three wave frequencies (36, 60, and 100 Hz) and four imaging shot durations corresponding to the four aforementioned in‐phase cut‐off times. Depending on the number of slices, typically one or two accelerated options exist in the eXpresso scheme (crosses). If the number of slices is a prime number, application of the eXpresso scheme is not possible. In contrast, due to the increased timing flexibility of the Ristretto scheme (dots), acceleration is possible independent of the number of slices acquired, and the scheme allows for a large range of imaging shot durations. In addition, Ristretto allows for the elongation of the imaging shot duration beyond the one wave‐period limit, which permits its use at frequencies where the wave period becomes shorter than the imaging shot duration (here \>120 Hz for the third in‐phase condition). In Supporting Figure [S1](#nbm4049-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Figure [3](#nbm4049-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A is presented for different numbers of wave‐phase offsets (3 to 8).

![Sequence timing options for eight wave‐phase offsets acquired with conventional MRE (black square), eXpresso MRE (black cross) and Ristretto MRE (gray dot) for 36, 60, and 100 Hz. Imaging shot duration (A), and acquisition duration in units of the wave period (B), versus the number of acquired slices. Cut‐off values for the imaging shot duration are plotted for the first four water/fat in‐phase conditions including a 1.4 ms overhead for the RF pulse, readout, and spoiling, providing a lower limit for the imaging shot duration. The graphs can be used as a look‐up table for finding optimal imaging parameters for a given wave frequency](NBM-32-na-g003){#nbm4049-fig-0003}

4.1. Phantom validation {#nbm4049-sec-0008}
-----------------------

In Figure [4](#nbm4049-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, the real part of the complex displacement field measured in the phantom is compared for the five sequences presented in Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and presented together with the sequence timing parameters, total scan duration, and corresponding acceleration factor compared with conventional MRE. In Figure [4](#nbm4049-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}‐[1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, the in‐plane displacement is shown after correcting for the acquisition phase offset . With the chosen echo time of 6.91 ms, 36 Hz wave frequency, and 14 acquired slices, conventional GRE‐MRE requires 5 min 28 s to acquire the full 3D displacement field. eXpresso MRE permits the acquisition to be accelerated with two imaging shots per wave period, leading to a 1.98‐fold acceleration. Acquisition of a rational number of slices per wave period (Step 1, Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C) allows 14 slices to be acquired in five instead of seven wave periods. Incorporating the delay object into the sequence (Step 2, Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}D) does not change the overall acquisition duration of the sequence. Both lead to 2.76× faster acquisition than conventional MRE. With interleaved acquisition (Step 3, Figure [1](#nbm4049-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}E) the 14 slices are acquired in four wave periods, and the wave phases are acquired in interleaved ordering (*N* ~D~ = 3), leading to 3.22‐fold acceleration compared with conventional GRE‐MRE (1 min 42 s). The wave fields of all four acquisition techniques are in excellent agreement.

![1), comparison of the real parts of the complex displacement field, scan time, and acceleration of conventional GRE‐MRE (A), eXpresso MRE (B), and the three generalization steps to Ristretto MRE after phase correction (C‐E). In all cases 14 slices were acquired at 36 Hz wave frequency and using equal imaging parameters. Displacement fields are in excellent agreement for all six MRE sequences. 2), through‐plane view of the same acquisitions without per‐slice phase correction showing the effect of the accelerated acquisition on the acquired wave phase; 3), respective through‐plane displacement fields after phase correction](NBM-32-na-g004){#nbm4049-fig-0004}

In Figure [4](#nbm4049-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}‐[2](#nbm4049-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, a through‐plane view of the displacement fields is shown *before* the application of the phase correction. The displacement fields are inconsistent, as each slice is acquired with a different reference time‐point within the wave cycle (Equation [3](#nbm4049-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Figure [4](#nbm4049-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}‐[3](#nbm4049-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the same displacement field *after* correcting for the slice reference phase offset , again showing excellent agreement between the techniques.

In Figure [5](#nbm4049-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, correlation plots of the real parts of the complex displacement field vector measured with conventional and Ristretto MRE are shown for 25, 36, 40, and 60 Hz wave frequencies. A linear regression analysis was performed to determine the correlation coefficient, its standard deviation, and the standard error of the fit. Results are given alongside the correlation plots. Correlation coefficients are very close to one, ranging from 0.9924 to 1.0228. The standard error of the fit for 40 and 60 Hz was lower than 0.6 μm, which is less than 2% of the peak displacement amplitude of 30 μm. For 25 and 36 Hz, the standard error of the fit was slightly elevated, measuring 0.92 and 1.16 μm. The relative standard errors of the fit are within the same domain as in a previously published correlation study utilizing GRE‐MRE.[28](#nbm4049-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

![Correlation of the real parts of the complex displacement vector measured with conventional and Ristretto MRE for 25, 36, 40, and 60 Hz wave frequencies, showing excellent agreement of the two techniques. The diagonal of the correlation plot is shown in black, closely coinciding with the regression analysis. Sequence timing parameters for the Ristretto acquisition were the following: 25 Hz, *N* ~W~/*N* ~D~ = 3/3 (1 min 53 s); 36 Hz, *N* ~W~/*N* ~D~ = 4/7 (1 min 53 s); 40 Hz, *N* ~W~/*N* ~D~ = 5/3 (1 min 53 s); 60 Hz, *N* ~W~/*N* ~D~ = 7/7 (1 min 50 s). The scan durations for the conventional MRE scans were the following: 25 Hz, 8 min 26 s; 36 Hz, 5 min 52 s; 40 Hz, 5 min 17 s; 60 Hz, 2 min 31 s](NBM-32-na-g005){#nbm4049-fig-0005}

In Figure [6](#nbm4049-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, the scan durations for the slice (A) and frequency (B) studies are compared between the three acquisition techniques. In the slice study, Ristretto allows for approximately 3.2‐fold acceleration of the MRE scan independent of the number of slices. Additionally, conventional and Ristretto MRE show an approximately linear scan time increase with increasing number of slices. eXpresso MRE on the other hand, can only be used for 14, 15, and 16 slices, with minimal scan duration for 15 slices. Total scan duration in the conventional MRE case drops inversely with the wave frequency, while the duration of the respective Ristretto acquisition remains approximately constant. Since 15 slices are acquired, eXpresso can accelerate the scan by approximately threefold; however, it fails above 36 Hz as the wave period becomes less than three times the minimal repetition time. The root‐mean‐square error (RMSE) of the real part of the complex displacement field is also shown for eXpresso and Ristretto, where the conventional MRE scan serves as ground truth. For all scans, the RMSE is below 5% of the peak amplitude (30 μm) and is comparable between all techniques. In all cases, Ristretto MRE outperforms eXpresso MRE in terms of scan duration.

![Comparison of phantom scan durations and RMSEs of the real part of the complex displacement field for different numbers of acquired slices (A), and change in wave frequency (B). The slice study was conducted at 36 Hz, while the frequency study was conducted measuring 15 slices, while all other imaging parameters were held constant. The data labels above the eXpresso and Ristretto bars denote accelerations compared with the respective conventional MRE acquisition. For 13 and 17 slices, as well as 40 and 60 Hz, eXpresso MRE cannot be used. Ristretto MRE (red) can substantially accelerate acquisition in all cases (1.92‐ to 4.48‐fold acceleration compared with conventional MRE) and always shows lower acquisition time than eXpresso MRE. For all scans, RMSE is below 5% of the peak amplitude (30 μm)](NBM-32-na-g006){#nbm4049-fig-0006}

4.2. In vivo validation {#nbm4049-sec-0009}
-----------------------

In Figure [7](#nbm4049-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, the eXpresso and Ristretto acquisition schemes are demonstrated in the in vivo breast. Since the MRE protocol was optimized for the use of eXpresso MRE, effective per‐slice repetition times are nearly equivalent for eXpresso with three slices per wave period and Ristretto with and . Contrast and SNR are equivalent in the two acquisitions and total speed‐up amounts to only 5% in this case. The real parts of the complex displacement field and the recovered shear wave velocities are in good agreement, resulting in ROI‐averaged velocities of 0.46 ± 0.29 m/s for eXpresso and 0.45 ± 0.28 m/s for Ristretto MRE. The rightmost column of Figure [7](#nbm4049-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} shows the through‐plane displacement fields for both scans before and after correction of the acquisition phase offset for one representive position in the breast, demonstrating successful recovery of the displacement fields.

![Comparison of eXpresso and Ristretto multi‐slice MRE in vivo. Magnitude images have equal contrast and SNR due to the same flip angle and approximately equal per‐slice repetition time of the two scans. The real part of the complex displacement field is shown for the same slice as the magnitude image on the left, while shear wave velocity was averaged over the innermost nine slices. Both the real parts of the displacement field and the shear velocities are in good agreement. The rightmost column shows through‐plane views of the displacement fields before and after phase correction for visualization of the phase‐correction procedure. After correction, displacement fields are again in good agreement between the two techniques](NBM-32-na-g007){#nbm4049-fig-0007}

In Figure [8](#nbm4049-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}, a comparison of eXpresso and Ristretto MRE is given for the in vivo liver. Again, the protocol was first optimized for the use of eXpresso, leading to a BH duration of 14.5 s. Switching to Ristretto MRE, the BH duration could be reduced to 12.3 s, which is equivalent to a 15% reduction in scan duration. Both the real parts of the displacement fields and the shear velocity maps and ROI‐averaged values (eXpresso, 1.39 ± 0.09 m/s; Ristretto, 1.37 ± 0.09 m/s) are in good agreement. An additional through‐plane view of the real parts of the displacement fields before and after phase correction is shown in the rightmost column of Figure [8](#nbm4049-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}. Again, good agreement between the two techniques could be found.

![Comparison of eXpresso and Ristretto multi‐slice MRE in the liver. Magnitude images have equal contrast and SNR due to the same flip angle and approximately equal per‐slice repetition time of the two scans. The real part of the complex displacement field is shown for the same slice as the magnitude image on the left, while shear wave velocity was averaged over the innermost five slices. Both the real parts of the displacement field and the shear velocities are in good agreement. The rightmost column shows through‐plane views of the displacement fields before and after phase‐correction for visualization of the phase correction procedure. After correction, displacement fields are again in good agreement between the two techniques](NBM-32-na-g008){#nbm4049-fig-0008}

5. DISCUSSION {#nbm4049-sec-0010}
=============

In this work it has been demonstrated that Ristretto MRE allows for the fine‐tuning of imaging shot duration and hence acquisition time in conventional MRE. Since the eXpresso timing can be reproduced using the Ristretto approach, the eXpresso scheme can never outperform Ristretto. While efficient eXpresso accelerations can be found for most frequencies below about 60 Hz, the process of finding a suitable combination of number of slices, slices per wave period, MEG duration, echo time, readout bandwidth, and total acquisition time can be cumbersome. With the use of Ristretto, the imaging shot duration can be independently minimized for every sequence parameter combination, retaining most of the imaging flexibility known from conventional MRI.

We demonstrated in phantom experiments as well as in in vivo scans that the change in sequence timing and wave‐phase ordering does not substantially influence overall MRE data quality and leads to good agreement in both displacement fields and recovered shear velocities. For the in vivo comparison, the eXpresso scheme was first optimized to make best use of its reduced timing flexibility. Starting from there, Ristretto was used to further reduce acquisition duration. Hence, overall scan time reduction in the breast scan was limited to only 5%. The phantom study was also acquired with optimal conditions for the eXpresso sequence (number of slices dividable by three and 36 Hz wave frequency). However, the slice study shows that changes to the FOV can lead to significant scan time increases when eXpresso MRE is used. Equivalently, increasing the FOV in the eXpresso MRE breast scan to 16 and 17 slices leads to an increase in scan duration of approximately 160% (2 shots per period) and 340% (conventional MRE) compared with the 15 slice eXpresso case. Optimal conditions are only found again for 18 slices, increasing scan duration by 120% (three shots per period). With the use of Ristretto, scan time increases approximately proportionally to the number of slices acquired, which amounts to 97% (16 slices), 102% (17 slices), and 112% (18 slices) compared with the 15 slice eXpresso case. Hence, Ristretto allows an optimal MRE protocol to be found matching the exact FOV requirements for any given case.

Ristretto permits the imaging shot duration to be increased beyond the one wave period limit. This allows GRE‐MRE for high frequency MRE acquisitions, where slice excitation, motion sensitization, readout, and spoiling combined exceed the wave period. Thus, in contrast to eXpresso, Ristretto enables pre‐clinical GRE‐MRE studies on full‐body systems with limited slew and gradient strength capabilities that necessitate the use of multiple MEG repetitions.

In addition, the increased timing flexibility of Ristretto MRE allows elastograms to be acquired at any given wave frequency with approximately equal repetition times and otherwise identical imaging parameters. Hence, image contrast, SNR, off‐resonance artifacts, eddy‐current‐induced phase errors, and distortions are equal. This might prove vital in sequential multi‐frequency MRE, where geometric consistency is key to successful wave inversion.[35](#nbm4049-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#nbm4049-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

The original work by Garteiser et al demonstrated eXpresso MRE also for multi‐frequency MRE, where the wave field also contains higher harmonics while the different wave‐field components are separated using the Fourier transformation.[30](#nbm4049-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} For each harmonic, Equation [3](#nbm4049-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} holds separately with , $${\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{d,p_{n},\mathbf{mf}}\left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{x},\tau} \right) = \mspace{9mu}{\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{0}\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right)\mspace{2mu}\sin\left( {2\pi\mathbf{mf}\tau + \theta\left( \overset{\rightarrow}{x} \right) + \Delta\varphi i_{d} + 2\pi N_{p}^{- 1}p_{n}} \right).$$Hence, the Ristretto scheme can equally be applied to multi‐frequency MRE, where each frequency component has to be corrected with the same slice reference time offset .

The interleaved acquisition of wave‐phase offsets is key to increasing sequence timing flexibility. If the number of phases is a power of two, any uneven number can be chosen, which allows for imaging shot adjustments of $$\Delta T_{R} = \frac{2T}{N_{P}N_{S}}\quad\text{with}\quad N_{P} = 2^{n},n \in {\mathbb{N}}$$In a typical 10 slice, eight phase‐offset acquisition, this amounts to $$\Delta T_{R}^{N_{S} = 10,N_{P} = 8} = \frac{T}{40}.$$Given that the number of acquired wave phases is a prime number, e.g. 3, 5, 7, or 11, the delay can be any number smaller than , allowing for maximal timing flexibility of $$\Delta T_{R} = \frac{T}{N_{P}N_{S}}\quad\text{with}\quad N_{P} \in \text{primes}.$$The acquisition of six wave‐phase offsets is the least flexible, as only two possibilities for the interleaved acquisition exist, i.e. the conventional non‐interleaved acquisition and reversed acquisition with . A graphical representation of the imaging shot duration for the different cases is presented in the supplementary material (Supplementary Figure [S1](#nbm4049-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Choosing and in the Ristretto scheme, the eXpresso sequence is recovered. Here, the effective per‐slice repetition times , the wave‐phase acquisition orders, and hence total acquisition durations are equivalent. Thus, the Ristretto scheme is always either equally fast or faster than eXpresso.

Choosing in the Ristretto scheme allows the concept to be applied to 3D acquisitions, where a slab is excited and phase encoding is employed along the slice direction. Here, sequence flexibility is achieved solely through the interleaved acquisition of the motion phases for the same *k* ~*y*~/*k* ~*z*~‐lines. The shot duration is given by $$T_{R} = T_{\text{IS}} = T\left( {N_{W} + \frac{N_{D}}{N_{P}}} \right),$$while the same rule applies for as with multi‐slice Ristretto. A phase correction is not necessary as all *k*‐lines are acquired with the same phase offset, ensuring data consistency.

In the eXpresso scheme, different eddy current contributions can be accumulated per slice, as the sequence delay disturbs the otherwise equidistant slice acquisition. Here, the Ristretto scheme overcomes this issue by including the sequence offset in the imaging shot duration. Hence, an eddy current steady state can be established that is independent of the slice ordering and the time‐point at which the slice is acquired. Since encoding directions are sequentially acquired, eddy currents and mechanical vibrations arising from the different MEG directions can potentially bias the encoding. Future work should thus encompass further adaptation of the Ristretto sequence to allow for additional interleaved encoding directions.

The present work has demonstrated the feasibility of Ristretto MRE in the liver and breast in healthy volunteers. Future work will be directed toward assessing the performance of liver Ristretto MRE in patients, where the reduction in BH duration is expected to improve overall data quality, as well as investigating the use of the Ristretto scheme for brain, renal, prostate, or cardiac MRE.

6. CONCLUSION {#nbm4049-sec-0011}
=============

We have demonstrated that the multi‐shot eXpresso concept can be generalized to allow for flexible tuning of imaging shot durations. In typical applications, the resulting Ristretto MRE scheme permits reduction of total scan durations by up to 450% relative to conventional MRE depending on the number of slices and wave frequency.
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Figure S1: Allowed imaging shot durations for conventional MRE (square), eXpresso MRE (cross) and Ristretto MRE (dot) as a function of the number of slices, for three different wave frequencies (36, 60, and 100 Hz), as well as number of wave phases acquired (3 to 8). While the acquisition of a power of 2 number of wave‐phases (N~P~ = 4, 8) allows for the continuous tuning of the imaging shot duration in the Ristretto case, acquisition of 3, 5, and 7 wave phases shows gaps for wave offsets equal to the number of phases. Acquisition of six wave phases yields least flexible timing as only delays of 1 (conventional phase ordering) and 5 (reverse phase ordering) are allowed. The four red lines denote the minimal imaging shot duration for the first four water/fat in‐phase conditions at 3 T including a 1.4 ms overhead as in previous examples
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Click here for additional data file.
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PROOF THAT *N* ~D~ MUST BE A CO‐PRIME OF *N* ~P~ IN RISTRETTO MRE {#nbm4049-sec-0117}
=================================================================

 {#nbm4049-sec-0014}

In Equation [13](#nbm4049-disp-0013){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we state that the delay factor must be chosen from the set of co‐primes of . Let us assume that is not a co‐prime, i.e. $$\exists a < N_{P}:\quad\textit{aN}_{D} = {LCM}\left( {N_{D},N_{P}} \right) < N_{D}N_{P}.$$Thus, times application of the recurrence equation [12](#nbm4049-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} determining the next acquired wave‐phase index leads to $$p_{n + a} = \left( {p_{n} + \textit{aN}_{D}} \right)\text{mod}N_{P}.$$By construction is divisible by and can be cancelled. Hence, $$\left. \Leftrightarrow p_{n + a} = p_{n}. \right.$$Thus, the acquisition with a delay of not being co‐prime of leads to the acquisition of only a subset of wave‐phase offsets with exactly unique elements. Hence, must be chosen such that , i.e. is a co‐prime of .
